Sun's Quiet Spell Not the Start of a Mini Ice Age
by Stuart Clark
July 12, 2013 - Those hoping that the sun could save us from climate change look set for disappointment.  The recent lapse in solar activity is not the beginning of a decades-long absence of sunspots – a dip that might have cooled the climate.  Instead, it represents a shorter, less pronounced downturn that happens every century or so.
Sunspots – dark patches that appear on the sun's surface due to intense magnetic fields – are the seat of solar activity and can affect Earth's climate in a number of ways, although the size of the effect is debated.  They virtually disappeared between 1645 and 1715, a period now known as the Maunder minimum.  Simultaneously, Northern Europe experienced the worst winters of the Little Ice Age, a period of exceptionally cold weather that began in the 16th century, leading some to suggest that a similar, prolonged sunspot minimum could offset global warming.
Sunspot numbers wax and wane in a natural cycle that lasts 11 years or so.  The current cycle is meant to be at its peak now, but sunspots have been scarce since 2008, leading to speculation that we were about to enter another Maunder minimum.
New Type of Cycle
The latest comparisons between the ongoing maximum and historical data suggest this isn't so.  "Cycle 24 [the present one] is different, but it is not an indication that we are going into a Maunder minimum," Giuliana DeToma of the High Altitude Observatory in Boulder, Colorado, told the American Astronomical Society's Solar Physics Division meeting in Bozeman, Montana, yesterday.
Instead, the sun's recent activity is more akin to a short series of weak cycles at the beginning of the 19th and 20th century.  Unlike the decades-long break of the Maunder minimum, those reductions in sunspots lasted for just one or 2 cycles and were less dramatic.
In 1933, Wolfgang Gleissberg predicted that these minor dips should occur regularly, every century.  The latest measurements seem to confirm them, throwing up a new facet of the sun's magnetic dynamo to investigate – the Gleissberg cycle.
"We're in a new age of solar physics," says David Hathaway of NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, who analyzed the same data and came to the same conclusion.  "We don't know why the Gleissberg cycle takes place, but understanding it is now a focus.”  
Dud Repeat
As for when the next Maunder minimum may happen, DeToma will not even hazard a guess.  "We still do not know how or why the Maunder minimum started, so we cannot predict the next one.”  
Paul Charbonneau of the University of Montreal, Canada, who was not involved in the latest analysis, agrees with their conclusions.  "Even though many people have claimed that we may be going into a grand minimum, nothing I have heard or read I found particularly convincing," he says.
According to the Gleissberg cycle, the next solar maximum – in about 2024 – will probably be a dud too, but then cycles will become more energetic once again.  Any cooling effect the brief downturn has had on Earth's climate will also vanish.
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